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Executive Summary

The strength of the scientific discovery and technological innovation enterprise is always built upon a foundation of mentoring. This intergenerational transfer of knowledge and processes enables one generation to stand upon its predecessor’s shoulders to advance wisdom, creativity, discovery and innovation.

Underrepresentation of women, minorities and disabled persons in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields has been a documented concern for more than 25 years. Continuing calls for increasing participation in STEM education focus on the need for a diverse and educated workforce to advance the nation’s technological capability and economic competitiveness. Meaningful programmatic efforts to boost the number of students graduating with STEM degrees have been identified, implemented and celebrated. Yet the United States continues to recognize a clarion call for more effective STEM educational practices and ways to increase the participation in these fields.

While programs to encourage underrepresented groups in STEM education abound, it is essential that we all realize that the success of these programs can only be measured one person at a time. Mentoring, which is defined by individual interaction, is an appropriate, essential and powerful but often overlooked vehicle to overcome underrepresentation in STEM fields. The changing workforce demographics of the 21st century require a concomitant change to our implicit paradigm of relying on spontaneous mentoring, which tends to replicate the status quo. This paper examines the basis of successful mentoring, documents the achievements and impacts of mentoring on diversifying the STEM workforce, and recommends specific actions to utilize, expand and institutionalize mentoring as a pivotal means to realizing sustainable improvements in the STEM educational and workforce crisis.

Mentoring methods have been effectively used in formal educational settings – i.e., graduate, postdoctoral and undergraduate research, teacher education and development, and K-12 classrooms – and also in informal educational settings among parents, community organizations and civic groups. Despite the success of mentoring, barriers to institutionalization of best practices exist at the academic, communal and industrial level.

Mentoring is by its very nature a one-on-one relationship, and as such often develops from a “grass-roots” effort. It is the desire of the mentor to provide individual guidance and coaching that creates the nurturing environment of a mentoring relationship. The challenge described by this paper is not to create new mentoring practices – many excellent models already exist – but to identify the best practices of the individual or team mentor and provide the framework and incentives necessary to create a nationwide emphasis on the practice of mentoring, and to then provide the infrastructure required to expand mentoring practices throughout the K through grey continuum. Specific actions to achieve this goal are outlined below:

- There should be an immediate interagency effort in the federal government, a consensus process in state governments, and a coordinated response from industry and trade group leadership to recognize mentoring processes as critical methods for achieving a more diverse and augmented STEM workforce and to provide the resources to expand mentoring efforts in a national context.

  - The National Science and Technology Council or a similar organization with broad interagency scientific leadership should
provide the necessary national focus for achieving the federal government response, given the recent success of the National Nanotechnology Initiative (www.nano.gov).

- A consensus building process among industry leadership, trade groups and professional organizations is required to stem the loss of research and development and the associated outreach and mentoring programs.

- Continued focus needs to be placed on national image and awareness campaigns that promote mentoring practices and participation in STEM careers.

- Mentoring programs, which are grounded in research that documents their effective practices like all other human resource development and research programs, must document their successes, account for the results, and disseminate best practices. All agencies and state governments should agree on standards for quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the impact of mentoring programs and for the effective dissemination and communication of results.

- Kindergarten-12 programs have exceptional need and opportunity for mentoring. Workshops on mentoring for middle and high school counselors and principals need to be funded and developed to provide cost effective ways to connect with students at critical junctures in their personal and educational development.

- Teacher incentives are key tools to place math and science teachers in inner city schools and to encourage master teachers and professional learning communities to mentor new teachers. This must be prioritized at a national level.

- With leadership and support from the National Science Foundation (NSF), the establishment or augmentation of the following programs will promote and advance mentoring in STEM fields.

  - Research mentoring programs at the NSF, such as Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) and the Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship Program (IGERT), need to be expanded to allow broader participation of all students in research opportunities.

  - Incentives for mentoring, including grant programs for the development and implementation of mentoring practices, should be established at a national level.

  - Ongoing interactions among Presidential mentoring awardees should be supported and funded to create and maintain a regional- and institutional-level focus that mirrors national mentoring initiatives.

- Universities must demonstrate clear leadership in mentoring by valuing mentoring as part of institutional mission statements and faculty expectations for promotion and tenure. Mentor training for faculty, staff, supervisors and administrators should be the norm not the exception.

- Universities, colleges, professional organizations and industries must form partnerships with K-12 institutions to create and sustain a mentoring culture and continuum to particularly address students underrepresented in STEM disciplines.
Introduction and Context

If you ask successful scientists, engineers or technical professionals how they chose their field of study, many will tell you about a special person who recognized, nurtured and encouraged their curiosity when they were younger. You might hear a scientist describe how he was considering dropping out of college until a professor showed a personal interest and hired him to participate in meaningful research, giving a focus to his education and life. You might hear a woman engineer from an underprivileged background that offered no dream of higher education tell how her mathematical abilities were discovered by a high school teacher, who motivated her to apply to top-tier universities. Through one-on-one relationships, the college professor and the math teacher in these examples enabled each student to achieve individual success through the process of mentoring.

This paper addresses two distinct yet interrelated foci: (1) increasing our nation’s human capital in the broad areas of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), and (2) increasing the role and visibility of mentoring as a primary activity to achieve this end. The synergy between these ideas comes with the recognition that mentoring is a powerful, grass-roots process that creates a supportive and nurturing environment that allows individuals to achieve their fullest potential. The strength of the mentoring process is based on the selfless dedication and inspiration of individuals who desire to provide counseling, training and direction to others. In the sense that mentoring has parallel activities and qualities often associated with parenting, the impact of an effective, national, mentoring initiative becomes apparent. In order for our nation to move forward and reassert its leadership role in the international scientific arena, we must implement specific strategies to promote, empower and expect mentoring.

Recent bipartisan and consensus calls to increase attention to science and mathematics education have been reported throughout the United States. In references ranging from the National Academies report Rising Above the Gathering Storm,1 to President Bush’s 2006 State of the Union Address,2 the Business Roundtable,3 the US Congressional Progressive Caucus,4 and Time Magazine,5 these and other reports6-10 articulate a widespread and long-standing concern about STEM education in our nation. This heightened attention to the continuing need for STEM education has led to a variety of programs proposed in both federal and state initiatives. Some of these initiatives focus on increasing qualified K-12 science and mathematics teachers and all focus on expanding the educated science and engineering workforce. Central to the discussion is the need to increase the participation of underrepresented groups in STEM disciplines.11

More than 25 years of data clearly document the underrepresentation of women, minorities and the disabled in STEM disciplines. Despite numerous high profile programs throughout the United States that address this concern and a consensus among citizens, government officials and business leaders, we are still discussing the problem rather than seeing widespread progress. This discussion is not academic, but is fundamental to our nation’s ability to recapture a leadership role in innovation, creativity and economic prowess. Further, given the changing demographics in the U.S. population, failure to increase participation in STEM disciplines will result in a workforce with a shortage of qualified workers at all levels of business and industry.

This paper recommends actions for federal, state, local and business leadership to support, reward and promulgate mentoring techniques throughout the K-20 education pipeline. Mentoring is more than simply an
effective means of guiding individual students: it is an essential and successful method to achieve higher participation of individuals from underrepresented groups in the science and engineering workforce. The recommendations build on the experiences of recipients of the National Science Foundation Presidential Award for Excellence in Science, Mathematics and Engineering Mentoring (PAESMEM).

The PAESMEM awards recognize the efforts of exemplary college and university faculty and staff, and the impact of their institutional programs. The range of mentorship activities developed by these award winners extends far beyond the confines of college or university science, mathematics and engineering students to include elementary, middle and high school students, scouts, youth organizations, pre-service and in-service teachers, parents, colleagues and administrators. The pipeline of students interested in STEM fields has many holes where students trickle out, from elementary school through college. Mentoring activities reduce attrition from STEM disciplines through early and repeated intervention at all stages of the leaky pipeline and provide new conduits into the pipeline, thereby supporting the economic growth and global competitiveness of the nation.

An important premise of this document is that while mentorship is recognized and rewarded on a national level, for example through the PAESMEM awards, little has been done to extend the unique programs and experiences of the individual and group awardees, and the policies and successes of the institutions that promulgate mentorship across all levels. Together, the PAESMEM awardees propose that the acceleration of the contribution of women, minorities and the disabled into STEM fields requires promotion of institutional excellence in mentoring.

In this paper we review (1) defining mentorship, (2) ways in which mentoring works at all educational and professional levels, and (3) actions recommended to improve, institutionalize and support mentoring approaches.

I. Defining mentorship.

Mentoring is a two-way learning relationship between a more experienced individual and a less experienced one. Mentors typically provide encouragement, advice, support and information over an extended period of time. They may also afford access to networks, and/or champion advancement. Such mentoring relationships are ubiquitous and play an essential role in transferring knowledge and know-how from one generation to the next. Attention to the process of mentoring can enhance its effectiveness and thereby progress in a field. Mentors internal to one’s business can be particularly helpful in imparting knowledge about organizational policies, politics, practices and personalities. External mentors can frequently offer additional breadth in perspective and are less likely to combine their roles as mentors with sometimes conflicting roles of advisor, supervisor, teacher, etc. Mentoring is often compared to the historic craft union system of apprenticeships. This relationship is commonly observed in STEM research environments, specifically for graduate training and undergraduate research.

The PAESMEM awardees strongly believe that mentorship is a lifelong learning strategy that works for everyone across the K through grey continuum, not just for college and university students, not just for graduate students, not just for research students, and not just for elite or at-risk students. Rather, mentoring is a process that affects and multiplies through current and future generations of STEM students and professionals. Mentoring is also embodied in essential professional outreach – through work with K-20 teachers, through conversations with parents and students,
through formal and informal apprenticeships at all levels of education and professional development. A **mentor is anyone who facilitates learning and development, and advances opportunity through sustained, supportive and nurturing relationships.**

### II. Ways in which mentoring works at all educational and professional levels.

PAESMEM awardees believe that mentoring reflects our intrinsic responsibility to reach out to students, teachers, parents and colleagues across perceived boundaries. Mentoring is not just about preparing students for the upcoming exam or dissertation defense, but rather it represents a cradle to grave personal commitment that includes finding jobs and helping families in support of career development.

**K-12 Level Students.** Mentoring can be effective throughout the educational pipeline. In the early years, mentoring helps students visualize themselves as scientists and engineers, form goals, reinforce their aspirations, master content and develop effective study skills. In particular, a large and growing sector of our school-age population comprises minorities who face significant barriers to educational opportunity and whose vocational options preclude careers in science and technology. Minority students tend to be concentrated in poor, urban schools where the curricula, teacher and peer expectations, and social networks reinforce limited aspirations among students.

Mentoring, when combined with a strong educational curriculum, promotes aspirations and achievements in science and technology among this potential talent pool. Programs that match students with professionals in the STEM fields help students learn about career opportunities and, thus, reinforce the relevance of their school experience, shape educational and professional aspirations, and help students understand how they must prepare themselves in order to pursue their goals. Matching minority students with professionals and college students who have overcome barriers and achieved high levels of success can be particularly inspirational to students who come from a similar background as their mentors.

**Community College and Technical Institute Students.** The importance of community colleges in STEM education cannot be underestimated. Approximately 50 percent of individuals traditionally underrepresented in the STEM fields enroll in these institutions. A comprehensive mentoring program that targets community colleges can play a significant role in the retention of underrepresented students in STEM disciplines. Many will complete terminal technical degrees; others will transfer to four year institutions. Given this talent pool, it is critical to engage and retain these students. Universities must coordinate with local community colleges to ensure a supportive environment that enables students to successfully complete appropriate coursework prior to transferring. Mentoring students transferring from a two-year to a four-year institution plays a significant role, providing a seamless transition from community college to university life.
**College and University Level Students.** In higher education, mentoring is important to help students integrate both academically and socially into the college environment. A close interpersonal mentoring relationship helps the student develop confidence as he or she selects an appropriate course of study, formulates academic and professional goals, and prepares for successful transitions to the workplace or graduate study. Mentoring in engineering and the sciences is particularly effective through research experiences because research gives the mentor-protégé duo a structured activity around which the mentoring goals can be pursued: acquiring knowledge, modeling behavior and learning new skills; providing a supportive context in which the protégé can take risks; and demonstrating what a career in STEM fields offers. Mentoring can also include peer mentoring, advising, and tracking and helping students successfully complete an undergraduate or graduate degree.

Professional internships with industry, national laboratories, college or university laboratories provide students with valuable hands-on experience in research and design environments, as well as a suite of professional contacts with insight into the myriad opportunities outside academe. Through internships, the broadest spectrums of STEM professionals are engaged in the mentoring process.

Mentoring is especially important when students are in new environments. Transitions into postsecondary education and from two-year to four-year programs are particularly daunting, and it is often at these points when an inordinate number of women and underrepresented minorities leave the STEM disciplines. Informal relationships among students and faculty do arise, but these tend to involve students and faculty who share similar social characteristics (gender, class, social status). Minorities and women, who one may argue have a greater need for mentoring, are at a disadvantage because they may be excluded from ad-hoc faculty-student connections unless more formal or structured programs are in place to facilitate mentoring relationships. College-level teaching is not simply a matter of objectively communicating the subject matter. Students, especially minority students in the sciences and women in engineering, enter the classroom with a broad set of social experiences that shape the way that they approach learning. Their previous educational experiences, values and goals, and perceptions about opportunity, all mediate the classroom experience. Through mentoring, we can facilitate successful learning by responding more directly to the whole student. In fact, minority students who do persist in science and engineering fields often cite their relationship with a mentor in their field as having more influence in their decision to enter science and engineering than their parents, friends or teachers.

**Pre-and In-Service Teachers.** Accessibility to a quality education in STEM disciplines is powerfully linked to teacher effectiveness. Thus, careful mentoring of new K-20 teachers is particularly important if the next generation is to fulfill the high expectations of the nation. The formal components of an effective teacher-mentor program include monitoring the new teacher's lesson plans and presentations. Besides learning to write lesson plans, develop effective questioning, classroom dialogue, and classroom management skills, the course material should be engaging and rigorous, yet accessible to all students and both interesting and challenging at the various student levels. At an informal level, classroom control and engagement can be learned only on the job, ideally under the watchful eye of a caring mentor. Such mentoring is essential at all educational levels, from elementary through postsecondary settings. Universities are not exempt from providing critical mentoring in teaching for those within the academy.
Mentoring for all teachers should be steeped in the culture of a Professional Learning Community (PLC) whereby the subject matter department takes on the responsibility of success for each of its members. For example, a PLC of math teachers in a particular school would develop common agreements for homework, grading, and assessment with the goal of increasing success for all students. Lesson design and student engagement that demonstrates the excitement of math and science becomes a concerted effort of the PLC.

Teachers within a PLC can observe each others’ instruction and even assign teachers known to be effective with specific strategies to mentor teachers whose skills with that strategy are emerging. A PLC can also consult with teachers recognized by the NSF Presidential Awards for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching (PAEMST) for their exemplary teaching, a resource that is somewhat untapped for this purpose. In a PLC, professional growth is an ongoing process for all members, either through grant-supported or district-supported programs.

**Mentoring in Informal Education Environments.** Mentoring activities that target the K-12 educational system are laudable and have a long history of success. However, teachers continue to have more demands placed on their time than ever before. For example, mandatory proficiency testing is now the norm in most all public and some private schools, and testing days take away from classroom time spent on learning new concepts. Moreover, programming from higher educational institutions targeting teachers and classrooms can become an overwhelming time commitment for teachers, particularly in locations where school systems are in close proximity to colleges and universities. Even when the potential payoff for the teacher and student is high, realistic limits of time available in and after the school day must be treated with respect.

Community organizations are a unique and often overlooked venue to reach both children and parents. The influence of the parents, or a caregiving adult role model in a child’s life should not be neglected, as they are key players in increasing STEM participation. Perceptions of appropriate careers are transferred to the next generation through parents, primary caregivers and educators in our society, most of whom are women. If the mentoring parent or educator does not see a STEM career as a viable opportunity, we have potentially lost another student from the STEM pool.

Partnerships with community organizations are ideal, and most welcome meaningful programs as their own resources are rather limited. These associations often have the infrastructure necessary to deliver programs and make tangible contributions, including handling flyers, registrations, permission slips, and providing liability insurance, physical facilities, and volunteers. Local prospects such as the Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Campfire Boys and Girls, and 4-H Groups, are tied to national organizations, which facilitate program dissemination across the country. These groups also tend to have diverse memberships that include minority, disabled, and economically disadvantaged youth. These organizations often have parental involvement, which is a key factor in changing attitudes towards STEM careers. Other local targets might include church groups, day care centers, or after-school programs. Partnerships among such organizations, industry, government and academia allow mentors to focus on the educational program content and shift their effort away from some of the administrative tasks associated with these offerings.
Collaboration with informal educational organizations in the community is also a natural fit with the strategic initiatives of higher educational institutions. For example, most college and university mission statements specifically address the involvement of the institution in the community. Additionally, public universities are frequently charged with improving the lives of the state’s citizenry. The fundamental reality is that partnering with community organizations where children and parents are readily accessible is a win-win situation. They offer venues rich with opportunity for exposing young and old alike to the awesome world of STEM.

**Mentoring for Faculty and Other Professionals.** Many times mentoring is associated with youth, as children and young adults are normally in need of guidance and direction as they navigate a series of education and career changes early in life. However, mentoring is necessary at all ages, particularly when people transition into other roles throughout their careers. Universities often mentor untenured faculty yet do not continue to mentor more senior level faculty to full professor ranks and beyond. Further, there is a lack of underrepresented groups in leadership positions throughout higher education, industry and government. Mentoring can play a critical role in the grey continuum to advance minorities, women and the disabled into positions where they have a positive impact on the overall participation of underrepresented groups in STEM. The NSF ADVANCE (Increasing the Participation and Advancement of Women in Academic Science and Engineering Careers) grant program, for example, addresses this concern and mentoring can be a part of the solution.

Mentoring can also be an effective tool to assist science and technology professional communities in adjusting the workforce to meet the needs of professionals, the economy and the nation. For example, retired engineers and scientists can make excellent middle or high school science and math teachers. Education colleges can provide programs that mentor these professionals through the process required to attain teaching certification. Another underutilized source of science and engineering professionals is women and others whose careers have been interrupted by family responsibilities. Mentoring programs can help these individuals resume their careers as productive contributors to the STEM workforce.

**Importance of Mentoring by Retirees.** An enormous wealth of knowledge and manpower is available in the population of STEM retirees. With years of training and experience, the retiree often leaves the workforce with accumulated knowledge that will take the new scientist or engineer years to develop. Retirees possess more then the technical knowledge of their field, in addition, they understand the subtleties of the business and profession that are gained through experience. Often, the retiree is also interested in sharing this knowledge. While some opportunities exist through professional societies for the retiree to volunteer as a mentor, this remains an underutilized resource. The establishment of a formal mentoring network for the engagement of retirees could span from the K-12 classroom, through industry and government. With access to the insights of the retiree, the new scientist or engineer will be enabled to go beyond the accomplishments of the mentor, and finally, provide this insight as they subsequently enter the ranks of the retired mentor.
III. Actions recommended to improve, institutionalize and fund mentoring approaches.

III.A. Recommendation #1: Involve the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) to advance mentoring and research programs.

III.A.1. NSTC should coordinate a national mentoring program in the same vein as the National Nanotechnology Initiative, coordinating similar activities across all agencies.

Created in 1993, NSTC is the principal means within the executive branch to coordinate science and technology policy across the diverse entities that make up the Federal research and development enterprise. The National Nanotechnology Initiative was established in 2001 to review, assess, monitor and make recommendations regarding national nanotechnology research.

III.A.2. NSTC should also convene a consensus building process among industry leadership, trade groups and professional organizations to stem the loss of research and development and the associated outreach and mentoring programs.

NSTC is in a unique position to follow the model of the National Nanotechnology Initiative to coordinate the diverse list of calls for increases in STEM workforce by creating a focus on mentoring. Industry and trade groups, such as the Business Roundtable, have joined the call of the National Academies, the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology and the National Science Board to increase and diversify the STEM workforce. Secondly, many industry scientists and engineers participate in mentoring programs outside of their work assignments, through programs that focus on local schools or the national MentorNet program. In some regions of the United States, the continued loss of manufacturing and cuts in industry research and development have greatly reduced the available number of dedicated professionals seeking to mentor in K-12 outreach programs.

National leadership must identify mentoring as central to industry’s interest in increasing diversity in STEM workforce development. Industry scientists and engineers constitute a huge resource for mentoring in schools, for college students, for young professionals in industry and academics, and even for faculty development. NSTC should organize the coordination of these interests with an overall strategy for mentoring across the K through grey continuum.

The role of professional organizations in mentoring should not be overlooked. These groups already are committed to increasing awareness of their respective career opportunities and shaping the public image of scientists. Many are already actively involved in the community via outreach programs at the K-20 level. A few societies specifically target underrepresented groups. These organizations should be strongly encouraged to continue and increase the opportunities for STEM participation by women, minorities and disabled persons, and should actively recruit retirees to serve as mentors and role models for younger scientists and engineers.
III.A.3. Implement a national image campaign to promote science, technology, mathematics and engineering and a national awareness campaign to promote mentoring success stories.

The nation should initiate a national mass marketing and public relations campaign to promote public interest in, a positive image of and student motivation toward for science, technology, mathematics and engineering. The promotional campaign could include extra-curricular activities, student symposiums, student academic tournaments, TV programs for general interest, podcasts of current science and engineering human interest stories, public service announcements, news reports, articles in general as well as professional journals, parent workshops, community projects and other activities. Materials and programs should be designed with input from consultants or advertising agencies who can discern messages and programs that are relevant and attractive to young people today. NSF, NIH and other government agencies should partner with STEM professional organizations to fund the national image campaign.

III.B. Recommendation #2:

Coordinate and expand mentoring priorities among federal, state, interagency and industry mentoring programs.

III.B.1 Incorporate mentoring as a central priority into all federally funded programs.

The PAESMEM Awards, now ten years old, offer a means to identify and recognize excellence and creativity in mentoring by individuals, and by institutional programs. A critical feature of this paper is the recommendation to implement a broader role for mentoring and to use the experiences of PAESMEM leadership to guide broader institutionalization of mentoring as a means to increase participation of women, minorities and disabled people in STEM fields. PAESMEM is an outcome of the longstanding focus of the National Science Foundation (NSF) on human resource development (HRD).

As NSF’s role in the funding of STEM research and education programs is but one facet among federal and state governments, it is important to identify mechanisms to extend the enthusiasm and recommendations beyond NSF and the community that it leads. Other federal agencies that support STEM research and/or laboratories have myriad programs that engage, train or implement mentoring approaches. Indeed, this year’s award to Stanford Linear Accelerator Center program originator and mentor Al Ashley shows exemplary activity in the Department of Energy laboratories, another federal agency with clear support for mentoring and human resource development.

We encourage and challenge other federal agencies to replicate these much-needed programs in the areas of mentoring, education and increasing diversity. The largest budget for federal science research is spread among many parts of the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Within NIH, the Roadmap for Medical Research is an effort to focus new attention on interdisciplinary training and research. Among the three Roadmap focus areas – Re-engineering the Clinical Research Enterprise, New Pathways to Discovery, and Research Teams of the Future – the latter specifically deals with human resource development by funding training opportunities.
Unfortunately, there is little specific guidance from NIH for coordination of evaluation and dissemination of best practices from the programs. While any NSF funded program in HRD would require such aspects, NIH program management and funded investigators have not incorporated these necessary components into their education plans. Further, while NIH training practices identify mentoring within traditional and obvious areas of research advising, they do not recognize its role in faculty development and outreach beyond the laboratory and university.

We therefore recommend that NSTC coordinate the development of common approaches to assessment, evaluation, and dissemination for all federally funded agencies. We also recommend that NSTC coordinate the sharing of best practices in mentoring across all agency funded work.

III.B.2. Support cultural change in research universities.

In order to attract the most outstanding students to STEM careers and to consider academic careers, faculty members and key administrators at the nation’s top research institutions must be purposeful in their integration of basic research with mentoring activities. Federally-funded research provides one of higher education’s most effective means of mentoring STEM students. Funding for basic research is only one of many pressures on the federal budget; however, faculty are keenly aware of the increased competition for grant monies. This situation has led to a perception that the funding climate is inhospitable to researchers, contributing to the attrition of capable students from the STEM pipeline. At the same time, increased funding opportunities do exist for individuals who balance their portfolios to include meaningful mentoring activities. There is a tremendous need for cultural change within academe in order to take proper advantage of new grant programs and mentoring opportunities within the National Science Foundation and other funding agencies. We identify two areas of concern and need.

III.B.2.a. Increase recognition for basic scientific research that incorporates mentoring.

At present, evaluation of Criterion 2 in NSF proposals is implemented unevenly and with little clarity across the broad spectrum of research directorates. As a result, faculty members and administrators receive little encouragement to incorporate meaningful outreach and human resource development into grant proposals. Furthermore, significant mentoring activities have been viewed with both skepticism and disdain by many research scientists. Unfortunately, in some cases, research faculty who receive funding from programs addressing human resource development in STEM fields are not viewed with the same respect as grants awarded from basic research programs. In fact, human resource development activities are often seen as leading to decreased research productivity. Program officers would benefit from guidance – perhaps from PAESMEM recipients – in developing and disseminating clear statements regarding expectations and best practices in this area, both in the proposal development and the review stages. This focused emphasis would encourage and diversify collaboration among disciplines and institutions, including those which serve underrepresented groups and have not had long traditions of grant funding. It would also counter the pervasive sentiment that mentoring detracts from an individual’s research endeavors. A top-down emphasis by the funding
agency is one effective way to achieve rapid and widespread cultural change in research institutions.

III.B.2.b. Continue funding for successful programs.

NSF supports a number of initiatives to identify promising young faculty members and/or for project initiation that include successful components for STEM workforce development. For example, the CAREER award emphasizes a balance between research, education and outreach, rewarding the combination of novel programs in all areas. However, when mid-career scientists continue their efforts in achieving this balance, the expectation is that good programs and principal investigators will either become essentially self sufficient over time, perhaps with NSF HRD funding in combination with NSF research funding, or often through non-NSF funding, where there is less emphasis on a balance of human resource development and research. This funding modality leads to frequent disappointment or frustration at the mid-career level, and often stalls the faculty member’s career growth and research potential. Integrated research-education programs present even greater funding challenges that most faculty are not trained to address. All STEM graduate students – and many undergraduates – are aware of the difficulties in obtaining sufficient grant support to maintain a program of research or education, and they correctly perceive this situation as a barrier to success. As a result, gifted and talented young people leave academe and STEM altogether, and top programs languish rather than flourish. PAESMEM award winners, along with NSF leadership, can take the lead on educating the community on continuing the balance of research, education and outreach that affects STEM human resource development.

III.C. Recommendation #3:

Implement and augment specific programs in federal and state agencies with leadership and support from the National Science Foundation.

III.C.1. Augment existing programs (e.g., REU) to enhance mentoring opportunities and availability.

Research mentoring programs such as NSF’s Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU), need to be expanded to allow participation in research opportunities of students at their home institutions. Currently, the REU program is designed to make mentored research opportunities available in NSF-funded laboratories, but only a limited percentage of the participants at an REU site may be from the host institution. This management philosophy has been effective in allowing students to broaden both their social and academic experiences, while gaining valuable research experience in well-established laboratories.

We encourage this program to expand its impact by allowing an unrestricted number of students to participate in REU programs at their home institution. This change is of critical importance to the stated goal of the REU program to increase the participation of women, minorities, and the disabled in STEM fields. Requiring REU participants to change their physical location limits disproportionally the participation of these underrepresented student groups. While it is recognized that the experience gained in the current REU program can be a profound, life-changing event, we feel that many underrepresented students are unable to participate due to family obligations, social constraints or economic realities. Further, we feel that this requirement limits the ability of a faculty member to develop a true mentoring relationship with the participating student based upon the relatively short period of interaction.
Moreover, every effort should be made to persuade other federal agencies (e.g., NIH) that programs like REU and IGERT are a tremendous opportunity and a shared responsibility. Following the direction of the Roadmap\(^6\), NIH has developed short summer programs for interdisciplinary research training; however, the structure does not emphasize developing mentoring relationships. Finally, since the REU program serves primarily as a resource development function, some funds should be available within the HRD Division to increase the number of funded sites, and to help other divisions fund marginal, yet meritorious, programs.

**III.C.2. Initiate grant programs for mentoring that parallel the ADVANCE program.**

We recommend that the NSF initiate an institution-level grant program for mentoring in STEM. The NSF ADVANCE program is an excellent model for institutional transformation involving mentoring. For example, the dissemination of best practices in mentoring could be funded in a similar fashion to the Partnerships for Adaptation, Implementation and Dissemination (PAID) program in ADVANCE. The ADVANCE site evaluations conducted by NSF have shown that mentor training is feasible, successful and cost-effective.\(^{16}\) Moreover, the emphasis on senior faculty by the ADVANCE program is also important to include in any mentoring initiative. The structure and focus provided by a grant program specific to mentoring would significantly aid nationwide efforts to establish and improve the practice of mentoring and would contribute to the goal of increasing participation and retention in STEM careers.

**III.C.3. Support and fund ongoing interactions among PAESMEM awardees.**

In consultation with past PAESMEM recipients, a strand at the NSF Division of Human Resource Development Joint Annual Meeting should provide professional development and goal-oriented activities for all awardees to build on their collective knowledge. At this meeting the Presidential awardees, who may apply for travel grants to attend, should discuss specific national issues and be tasked with making joint proposals to the nation to promote and enhance science and mathematics education in the broadest sense. A PAESMEM Web presence with communication, networking and best practices should be funded, developed and maintained.
III.D. Recommendation #4:
 Implement and fund K-12 programs that support and promote mentoring.

The PAESMEM awardees strongly endorse the recommendations made by the National Academies report *Rising Above the Gathering Storm,* particularly the intentions to attract well-qualified, creative teachers to the STEM workforce. In the context of this report, additional programs and resources are needed to develop and disseminate a culture of mentoring within the K-12 communities and between primary, secondary and tertiary education professionals. The following are areas where immediate gains could be made with modest investment.

**III.D.1 Implement STEM training/mentoring workshops for middle and high school guidance counselors and principals.**

Research has indicated that eighth grade mathematics represents a turning point for STEM engagement, particularly for women and minorities. Targeted mentoring efforts in middle school can help overcome this barrier by providing encouragement in the form of information regarding long-term employment possibilities in traditional and non-traditional STEM fields (e.g., engineering, medicine, agriculture, manufacturing, banking, etc.).

**III.D.2 Increase focus on teacher professional development to strengthen teachers as mentors.**

The best teachers are also typically the best mentors for a student outside of the home. For all students, there are critical junctures when it is imperative that the teacher/mentor is available and capable of delivering appropriate guidance. For underserved populations, access to quality education continues to be lacking. The following two teacher professional development recommendations will improve the mentoring environment in K-12 by advancing accessibility and awareness of the teacher/mentor.

**III.D.2.a. Professional development and mentoring workshops for in-service STEM teachers should be made available throughout the country facilitated through partnerships between schools and institutes of higher education (e.g., Math Science Partnerships).**

Most primary teachers have little or no formal training in, for example, the Earth Sciences, yet this topic is of intense interest among elementary students and provides the spark for young people to approach their world in a logical and ultimately scientific manner. Inquiry-based approaches to science, engineering and mathematics have been demonstrated as more successful than traditional instructional methods.

**III.D.2.b. Establish national, state and local incentives to place high quality math and science teachers in inner city public schools, where many students are ethnic minorities.**

Investment in inner city schools should include adequate salaries and incentives for teachers, as well as improvements to buildings and modern laboratory equipment. Additionally, efforts should be made to insure that an
adequate share of federally sponsored research, education and mentoring program funds go to schools and programs serving minority populations who are underrepresented in STEM fields.

III.D.2.c. PAESMEM awardees could sponsor or identify a potential PAEMST nominee from underrepresented groups.

PAEMST awardees constitute an untapped resource. However, most are from suburban districts with less connection to increasing diversity in the STEM workforce. Increasing connection between PAESMEM and PAEMST awardees will provide a focus on mentoring as a recognized portion of PAEMST criteria. In addition, PAESMEM awardees could facilitate the nomination of teachers from underrepresented groups for the PAEMST program.

III.D.3 Establish incentives and infrastructure at the school district level or regional level to encourage and support discipline-based professional learning communities to mentor new teachers.

Effective teachers can make valuable contributions by taking on the responsibility of mentoring new teachers. In a Professional Learning Community, teachers share the responsibility of helping each member become more effective. District and site administrators can provide time and support for this collaboration on mentoring.

III.E. Recommendation #5:

Colleges and universities should adopt policies and procedures that value mentoring by administrators, faculty, staff and students.

The challenges and rewards of mentoring current and future college students cannot be overstated. Most of today’s youth are well-versed in specific aspects of technology, but their career ambitions are molded by their peers and their leisure activities, including the jobs presented most frequently on television. One-on-one mentoring is essential to enable students to reach their full potential through selection of courses, awareness of job opportunities and encouragement to persevere. This sort of mentoring activity takes critical time away from faculty members’ other pursuits, in particular the securing of crucial research funds that support the creation of new knowledge. We advocate development of university and college policies and new funding initiatives that recognize these diverse needs, and reward individuals who pursue a balanced portfolio of professional activities.

The following methods can be implemented by higher education institutions:

- Provide workshops in mentoring strategies and evaluation techniques for university deans and department chairs.
- Articulate the value of mentoring in the institution/department mission statement.
- Include mentoring activities among expectations for faculty promotion and tenure and college student service.
- Host workshops and provide handbooks to prepare faculty, graduate and upper level undergraduate students to be effective mentors.
- Provide faculty allowances/awards to cover the cost of student research to encourage faculty to mentor students, particularly undergraduates and students from populations underrepresented in STEM disciplines.
- Implement semi-structured or structured mentoring programs to help match student and faculty mentors, giving special attention to students who are unlikely to form spontaneous or informal mentoring relationships with faculty.
• Provide guidance regarding expectations about protégé and mentor commitments to the relationship.
• Recognize accomplishments of mentoring by publicizing stories in campus, local and national publications.
• Provide continuing education programs for engineers and scientists to equip them to respond to the changing economy by enhancing, refreshing or changing their skills.

Conclusions

The STEM workforce and the demographics of this country are out of sync with one another. While the science and technology labor force is predominantly white and male, the population of the United States comprises approximately 66 percent female, ethnic minorities and disabled people. Therefore, the majority of the total population is significantly underrepresented in the STEM employment sector. Although the United States struggles to train an adequate number of engineers and scientists, we have this vast, untapped pool of talent that we are not engaging in the STEM workforce. It is imperative to the economic future of the country that we effectively recruit and retain individuals from this 66 percent majority of the country’s citizens for the STEM disciplines.

Mentoring is a powerful and natural human relationship. The teacher and the parent provide mentoring to children throughout their developing years. As adults, we are mentored by co-workers, supervisors, friends – by anyone who has a desire to help advance knowledge or insight, and has the ability to convey this knowledge in a nurturing manner. Mentoring, by its nature, is a one-on-one relationship and often occurs in an informal format. It is common that these relationships will develop between people who have a common background or frame of reference on which to build communication and trust.

In the case of the STEM workforce, however, when there are a limited number of role models available, the person seeking a mentor may not be able to forge this type of relationship. If there are a limited number of mentors who also share a common set of experiences or background, it may prove to be difficult to develop a strong mentoring relationship. This lack of role models is a central limiting factor affecting women, minorities and people with disabilities as they enter STEM fields.

It is the responsibility of both practitioners and academics in the STEM fields to provide mentoring opportunities for all people. The mentoring relationship must not be limited to those with whom we are most comfortable, but must be available to all of our students and co-workers. By creating strong mentors, by encouraging the development of the mentoring process, and by establishing the infrastructure and reward system in support of mentoring, significant gains will be realized in both the diversity and number of people participating in the STEM workforce.

The authors of this paper present a number of opportunities that will enhance the mentoring process and assure growth of the STEM workforce. Most importantly, we see a need for strong advocacy for mentoring developed at the national level to enable the systematic and widespread adoption and recognition of mentoring practices. There are many excellent mentoring models which can be deployed and adapted for a variety of situations. What is missing in national discussions is a demand that all of our students have equal access and opportunity to role models and mentors that can guide them to attaining their goal of a STEM education and career. The combination of PAESMEM with NSTC or a similar organization with broad interagency scientific leadership will create an influential, nationwide body to promote mentoring and accessibility of STEM careers and education for all.
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